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By Matt Tavares

Candlewick Press,U.S., United States, 2011. Paperback. Condition: New. Reprint. Language: English
. Brand New Book. Matt Tavares brings to life a winning tale of the shortest home run in history with
the help of his luminous artwork and an infectious love of the game. CRACK! Somehow, Andy s bat
had hit the ball. Everybody heard it . . . but nobody saw where it went. Andy Oyler is the shortest
player on his baseball team, the Minneapolis Millers, not to mention the whole league. And no
matter how hard he tries, he just can t seem to get a hit. But one fateful spring day in 1903, a
sudden change in the weather leads to a change in Andy Oyler s luck--and as Andy soon discovers,
even the shortest player can become the game s biggest hero! Matt Tavares brings one of baseball s
legendary stories to life and champions the underdog in all of us. Helping readers keep score is a
bibliography and final note from the author about this uplifting all-American tale.
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ReviewsReviews

If you need to adding benefit, a must buy book. This really is for all who statte that there had not been a well worth reading. It is extremely di icult to leave
it before concluding, once you begin to read the book.
-- Claud Bernhard-- Claud Bernhard

It is an remarkable pdf which i have ever go through. Of course, it can be play, nonetheless an interesting and amazing literature. I realized this pdf from
my dad and i suggested this book to discover.
-- Dr. Gerda Bergnaum-- Dr. Gerda Bergnaum
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